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I STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA. MISSOULA, MONTANA

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1933

VOLUME XXXII.

No. 32

EDITORIAL
Vodvil A cts Theta Sigma Phi
FORESTERS’ BALL
Announces Plans
The state legislature’s noble experiment in behalf of economy is
In Readiness
slowly being carried out. On Wednesday the house of representatives
For Matrix Table approved the bill abolishing the office of chancellor. The bill, having
TONIGHT CLIMAXES
For Tryouts
previously been passed by the state senate, is now subject to the
Eleven Organizations Will Compete
In Eliminations Tomorrow
In Little Theatre

Prominent Women Will Be Invited
To Attend Second Banqnet
Held by Honorary

approval of the governor.
We wonder how many students realize to what extent the legis
lative guns have been turned upon our institution. We wonder if the I
Members of Theta Sigma Phi, wom present college generation is worrying, or cares to worry, about the] Vast

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

_

.

~

j
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Decorating Sc!hedule Is Completed forA nnual PaulBunyan Dance;
Hi Clarke and Greater Green Mill Band of Great Falls
Will Furnish Music for Crowd

en’s national honorary journalism or
curtailment of the growth of our university. And, in a cynical vein,
ganization, are making plans for their
we wonder if these same students favor the cause of higher education.
second annual Matrix Table banquet
It will undoubtedly be necessary for most of us to reach a more
to be held this spring, probably the
Montana undergraduate students— donned in costumes appropriate
mature age before we can say definitely if we sincerely believe in a
first week of April.
Invitations to the affair are sent to college education. Nevertheless we can safely act upon the supposi to the old West of the early ’80s— will crowd the men’s gymnasium
two outstanding members of each tion that the vast majority of us will favor higher education as a to capacity tonight, celebrating one of the State University’s oldest
women's honorary and professional
necessary means to the development of the state’s youth and of the social events— Foresters’ Ball, which is held annually honoring the
From the
group on the campus, selection of
................................... .................—
■ ’^Institutions’ Charter Day. “In honor
state. We will want to build up our Greater University to the highest L-,
,
_
these two members being made by
to the school, we try to have the Ball
possible
standard.
In
a
few
years’
time
we
will
be
paying
taxes,
as near as possible to Charter Day,
In all fairness to the acts which each group. Women faculty members
and
prominent
townswomen
are
also
and
these
taxes
will
have
to
pay
for
the
rebuilding
of
our
educational
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which is February 17,” Chief Push
would logically appear first in alpha
IOL BUNYAN and Ills big Blue
Millard Evenson, said yesterday.
betical order, the arrangements of ap invited. It is an honor to receive an jsfructure. Therefore, even though we may be helpless in the present ' * O I K I O I C , O l O l l c b ,
Ox are on hand again. Johnny pearances was arrived at by drawing invitation to the affair.
Final and last-minute arrangements
crisis, we can and should learn a valuable lesson from the action of]
Matrix Table is a national Theta
(nkslinger sent Paul the invitation, the names.
were made yesterday morning at a
the governmental fathers. Is economy the best policy when it destroys
- , .
,
,
,
. ,
,
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,
. .
8-8:20, Phi Delta Theta; 8:20-8:40, Sigma Phi function, and the first one
Forestry
convocation in the Forestry
md we understand that it would take
Second Quarterly Issne of School Year
held by the local chapter was iast | so m e th in g th at h as b e e n tried an d n o t fou n d w a n tin g ?
j strong man to keep Paul away from Alpha Chi Omega; 8:40-9, Alpha Phi;
library. President Clapp was one ot
1VI1I Hake Appearance on
spring.
Hannah
Mitchell
Danskin,
i
i
_
i
a
•
the main speakers on the program.
the "male exercise palace" the night 9-9:20, Independent men; 9:20-9:40,
February 20
|C e n t r a l A t t ie r iC a
He commended the School of Forestry
pat the Foresters give a dance in his Sigma Alpha Epsilon; 9:40-10, Sigma noted journalist, was the guest speak -1 L O W J 0 | f | D C t S f l l t B
*■ r
honor. Foresters’ Ball is a tradition Phi Epsilon; 10-10:20, Kappa Kappa er; about one hundred other Invited
"Myths About Authors,” an expose on its Cooperation with the institu
m this campus, a tradition whose Gamma; 10:20-10:40, Phi Sigma Kap guests were present. Since this first
of the writer’s ego, written by Vardis tion.
Matrix
Table
was
so
successful,
Theta
lame has spread as far as the school pa; 10:40-11, Alpha Tau Omega; 11“We wish to thank the Foresters
A R i c p h n f f Fisher, w ill be one of the featured
s known. It is a triumph, in its way, 11:20, Kappa Alpha Theta; 11:20- Sigma Phi decided to retain the ban- T)le c#al Consumption Is Beaching
*
*
articles appearing in the next publica for our skating rink and we are
quet as a yearly feature.
25 to 80 Tons Per Day
x) hare one of the few real American 11:40, Alpha X i Delta.
pleased
that they are again putting
tion of the Frontier on February 20.
mythological individuals a guest at a
Each of the acts m ust be ready to
Professor Gives Spanish Students
vardis Fisher, a resident of Poca- on Foresters’ Ball. Your organization
Lowest temperature reading ever
ocal function. Have a good time, Paul! go upon the stage at the time stated
Inslgkt Into Neighboring
tello, Idaho, who attended the nine- is to be commended for its loyalty and
made by the State University heating
in the schedule. No stage setting or
Conntry and People
weeks summer school session at the cooperation with the State Univer
plant and weather which was colder
ENTINEL group pictures are being costuming w ill be used, but these
State University last year, is author sity,” said President Clapp in closing.
than any in the lives of old-time em
items w ill be represented to the four
Prof. Paul A. Bischoft of the Depart- L f „Dark Brldwell>.. "In Traglc Life,”
Other speakers on the morning peptaken again, at the rate of six an
ployees of the State University physi
Judges selected by Schneider, in the
ment of Foreign Languages in his in- L nd .T ollers in the H ills.”
session program were: Student Pres
jvenlng. We could ask you to be on
cal
plant
was
experienced
Wednesday
form of drawings or sketches.
formal talk on “Rem iniscences of CenAmong the Montana writers who ident Peter Meloy; Lou Vlerhus, Chief
:ime when the group that you should
n igh t
Official announcement of the seven
tral America, to members of the are contributing articles to the Fron- Push of the 1926 Ball; Prof. Fay G.
grace is scheduled, but it is such a
Twenty-six degrees below zero was Spanish club at the Zeta Chi house at
selections made at this tryout w ill ap
tier is Frank J. Ward, superintendent Clark and Millard Evenson.
waste of time. However, we read the pear in the Kaimin next Tuesday. The
recorded as the minimum temperature 7:30 o’clock Wednesday evening, de
of schools in Thompson Falls. His
According to word released from the
communication in Tuesday’s Kaimin,
successful acts will then begin regular Collegiana Will Contain Material early yesterday morning. The pre scribed the three stratas of society essay, "Journey,” deals with the re
School of Forestry office today, there
written to the students at large, re
vious low mark recorded by the heat there—namely the Indian, the Span
By Faculty Members
practices in preparation for the final
action of a man who is obliged to are a few tickets which were reserved
garding the problems of the editor of
ing plant was January 17, 1930, when iard, and the “Gringo.”
presentation of the show at the FoxAnd Students
make a difficult trip by autbmobile to and have not been called for or can
l college annual. The “passive re
the mercury hit 23 degrees below zero.
Wilma theater March 3.
While engaged in shipping out the country in a blizzard wherein he celled so these may be had h y calling
sistance” which it is claimed the stu
A variety of short fiction will be The thermometer of the physics de- mahogany, Professor Bischoff made a
encounters many dangers.
Frank at the office this afternoon.
dents hold toward an Aber Day is a
in Collegiana, student literary pub partment registered only a minus 23 pag0me ot coUectillg Indian lolklore. Ward also has attended several sum
NOTICE
little more like passive acquiescence
Under the direction of Evenson and
lication, when it appears Monday, degrees yesterday but according to D r.|„Indlan m(m won.t tell their storles,”
mer sessions at the State University.
when it comes to the Sentinel. But
his aides, the foresters have completed
Shallenberger, a difference is often
February 20.
A box for senior activity lists
said Professor Bischoff, "and the old
Two Wav Department Records—
acquiescence cannot be passive and has been put in the hallway of
the vast decorating schedule that was
An essay on vocational guidance, noted between the readings of the De women do only after being offered
“Arrived: All W ell” and “We Had to
result in the publication o f a year the Student Store and all seniors “A Suggestion for the Future,” has partment of Physics and the heating
begun Wednesday night. Paul Buninducements.” Monet is no induce Fight,” edited by Lloyd Lehrbas, a war
yan’s Sanctuary is now a maze Of
book when you want it. E ach student are urged by Mary E. Woody, Sen been written by Dr. W. R. Ames, pro plant, especially if there is no wind.
ment, he declared, as the Indians there correspondent at Washington, D. C.,
greenery and lighting effects. The
has so little to do: be on hand for two tinel editor, to get these lists in fessor in the Departments of Educa
At the rate at which coal was being hare little use for it, but he found the also w ill appear in the February is
metamorphosis
which the huge gym
or three pictures, sm ile at the camera,
tion and Psychology. Two students of burned Tuesday and Wednesday a car best results In offering a leaf of sue. The Frontier contains other
by tiie end of this week
nasium lias undergone the past few
perhaps—if you are a senior—turn in
the School of Forestry have submitted load of coal would last only two and tobacco for a story.
stories, poems, folklore and historical
days has transformed the entire place
a dozen words in a so-called senior
essays: “Wild Bunch,” by Orville one-half days. In the kind of weather
"There are few pure-blooded Span material.
into a scenic wonder, offering an ex
activity list, and you are through. The
Sparrow, and “Rodeo Man,” by Jack which we are experiencing, 25 to 30
iards in Central America,” he con
cellent rendezvous for the true spirit
editor has to assem ble all the ma
Hinman. The Masquer one-act plays tons ot coal are consumed each day
tinued,
in
discussing
this
class
of
in
of the old frontier days.
terial, plot dummy pages of the book,
will be reviewed by Richard Lake and by the heating plant.
habitants.
“Most
ot
them
have
a
mix
The Rangers’ Dream, the big w est
and do a myriad other things. It
a review of the Masquer production,
ture of Indian in them.”
ern barroom, Paul's mousetrap, Raghardly seems that it would require a
Hi 0 . T. C. Units W ill Be Reviewed | "The Truth About Blayds,” by Robert
Of
the
"Gringo,”
as
citizens
of
the
house Ranger station and Johnnie
college education to co-operate with
By Visiting Officers
| Busey w lil be Published.
United States are termed in Central
Inkslinger’s memorandum table are a
her to the extent that she requests.
■ __________
Collegiana also will contain an
America, Professor Bischoff said little. Pictures Arc Records of Researches few of the special features of this
Three inspections of the R. O. T. C. essay on the necessity of a course in
Made for Several Years
Another feature of the program was
year’s Ball.
EAR PAWS are going to make an are to be held next quarter. Major- “How to Study,” written by Dick
T V k f o l Q o x r o n t o x i n U charade prepared and given by the
Dancing w ill begin promptly at 9
“Nutrition and Dental Health,”
i o i a i u e v e i i i d c i i j losero
Ion„„rv,„
effort to persuade people to use General Malta Craig, commanding of- Karnes, a review of Ernest Hemingof the contest in January's
111 continue until 1
two-reel film sponsored by the School o’clock and
the walks instead of the short-cuts on ficer of the Ninth Corps Area, w ill in- way’s "Death In the Afternoon,” by
meeting. With Nat Allen accompany
o’clock
with music by H i Clarke and
of
Pharmacy,
w
ill
be
shown
in
the
Tom
Coleman,
and
an
editorial
by
g
dTen
Receive Teachers ing, songs were sung by the group. A
the campus. So far as we have been spect the Grizzly battalion and band
large lecture room in the Forestry his Greater Green Mill band from
Certificates When Work
able to learn, everyone disapproves of on May 15, following an inspection of Leonard Kenfleld
short business meeting followed at
building Thursday evening, February Great Falls. The programs w ill con
What
Every
College
Student
Is Completed
paths across the campus. And every the garrison at Fort Missoula. Majorwhich plans for Pan-American day
sist of 20 dances. Each couple should
23,
at 7:30 o’clock.
Should
Know,”
a
humorous
and
felone feels that something should be General Craig inspects m ost of the
were discussed, and the idea of flndThe film s are furnished free of withhold two dances for time in which
lcitious essay by "one who knows” on
Seventeen students, upon com plet-|ing a llew name f0r the Spanish club
done. But everyone feels, also, that schools of this district and rates them
charge by the Castle Film s company to go to the Forestry building for
college dates will- be another feature ing their work satisfactorily, will re
one more set of footprints (his own) according to their appearance and
was suggested. After refreshments
of New York, the same company which lunch.
of the publication. Poems have been ceive degrees, and seven students will
on that path won’t make very much efficiency. Last year this department
were served, the members went to the
Holders of the first hundred tickets
furnished the public health pictures
written by Betty Foot, Esther Epstein receive teachers' certificates at the
difference. It is a peculiarity of peo was rated "excellent.”
Forestry building to have their pic
which were shown last year under will be served lunch during the sev
An inspection of the administrative and Leonard Kenfleld.
end Of winter quarter, according to ture taken for the Sentinel.
ple that rules are always considered
enth
and eighth dances. Ticket hold
the supervision of the School of Phar
A Board meeting w ill be held Sun figures released by Mabel Murchison.
as.■-‘‘don’t*” for someone else. We department and facilities w ill be held
macy. The films are concerned m ost ers numbered from 101 to 200 w ill be
day and plans for distribution of the
would like to re gister approval of the May 18 by Colonel Jerome G. Pillow,
Student candidates for degrees are: _
.
- .
served
during the ninth and tenth
ly with the record of researches carissue w ill be made.
Bear Paw intervention In this matter. Corps Area R. O. T. C. officer! This
Bachelor of Arts, David Albert Rusk S W d f l
jrled on for several years in some of dances; those numbered from 201 to
Richard Lake, editor, stated that
We hope they accomplish their pur inspection w ill Include the advanced
(biology), Clarence V. Muhlick (bot
the largest universities throughout the 300 will be served during the twelfth
this would be the last issue of the
classes, but not basic classes.
pose.
any) , Hilmer Hansen and Charles
country in a study of nutrition and its and thirteenth dances, and those num
tactical inspection w ill be con quarter, the next to appear early in Eugene Sunderlln (chemistry), Sylvia
relation to healthy teeth and gums. bered from 301 to 400 w ill be served
March.
P E A K I N G of communications, ducted by some officer from Fort Mis
Alice Sweetman (English)', Virginia j Carson Studio Sends Photographic
The tautology of many of the most during the fifteenth and sixteenth
Collegiana
copies
will
go
on
sale
in
soula in which the battalion w ill put
Louise Smith (French), James Thom
..... Tuesday’s Kaimin printed a “con”
Collection from Arizona
common diseases of the teeUi and dances.
Into practice in a hypothetical battle Main hall and in the Library at the as Likes (history), John W elsley Cur
As in other years, lunch w ill be
f argument as regards traditions on the the tactics learned in the class room. regular price of 10 cents.
gums is shown. All pictures and illus
rie, Jr. (law) and Ruth Jones Stroud
K. D. Swan of the United States For
Montana campus. The writer points
trations are depicted in such a manner served in two parts of the Forestry
(physical education).
est
Service,
will
speak
Tuesday
eve
out a "body of traditions, only too sol
that no unpleasant aftermath remains building. The library will serve as a
Bachelor of Arts in Business Admin ning, February 14 at 8 o’clock in Room
dining room, and when it becomes
idly with us” which includes contempt
in the minds of the audience.
istration, Harold Edward Everson, 301, Main hall. His talk w ill cover
of learning, mistaken concepts of pro
Illustrations ot the teeth and skulls filled, the assembly room on the sec
Von
Robert
Mackenstadt,
Oliver
Wil
an
account
of
the
Southwestern
United
fessors, and antagonism toward any
of ancient Egyptians and American ond floor of the building w ill be used.
liam Sllfast. Bachelor of Arts in Edu States, including the Nabl country, and
thing that tends to be critical in its
Indians are shown and explanations Meislnger’s four-piece band, supplying
cation, Helen Catherine Griffin. Bach the Navajo mountains.
summary, and su ggests that w e talk
for the small amount of diseases to two entertainers, will furnish . the
elor ot Arts in Journalism, Robert
Mr.
Swan
will
illustrate
his
talk
Social
Groups
Plan
Theater
Parties;
Gillette
Settings
and
Designs
about them. So we intend to, and we
which they were subjected are given. music and fun during the supper
Morris Bates, Arthur
Jackson, with 100 natural color lantern slides
Will Be Exhibited in Foyer
thank the communicant for several
Scurvy, the disease which sailors used hours in the Forestry building.
Felicia McLemore. Bachelor of Science and 100 slides in black and gray.
Smoking is prohibited in the gym
suggestions. We wonder about this
to dread, is discussed and its defeat
In Pharmacy, George W illis Stewart.
In connection with the talk, an exattitude of contempt of learning. Per
For the first time in a year, the Montana Masquers again will serve Candidates for the University cer-1 liiblt of Arizona scenery, sent by the through proper nutrition, evolved by nasium, With the giant structure cov
ered
with lnflamable trees and boughs,
haps we have been fortunate in the
refreshments in the foyer of the Little Theater between acts of “The tiftcate of qualification to teach are: Carson studio, Flagstaff, Arlz., w ill be scientists, is pictured.
students we know. Perhaps w e are
All university students and faculty it is necessary that smoking be pos
Helen Catherine Griffin (education), on display. The exhibit w ill open Sun
Truth
About
Blayds,”
on
February
16
and
17.
The
Little
Theater
actually deluding ourselves. B ut we
members, as w ell as druggists and itively forbidden. Members ot the
Hilmer N. Hansen (chemistry), Helen day afternoon a t . 3 o'clock and con
don't believe that college students are patronesses, Mrs. M. J. Hutchens and Mrs. E. G. Hall, will preside on
dentists of Missoula and members of Forestry club will enforce the ord
Naomi Ratnville (journalism), Mar tinue for the remainder of the week,
actually as nonchalant about the edu Thursday and Friday nights respec-$
the Parent-Teachers association, are inance and violators will be punished.
Independents, Kappa Kappa Gamma garet Mary Seaton (biology), Ruth
collection of photographs sent
Programs and favors will be given
cation they are assim ilating as college tively.
Invited to attend the showing of the
and Zeta Chi. A group of high school Jones Stroud (physical education), by the studio illustrates the natural Lj|ms
An
exfiibit
of
the
stage
settings
and
out at the door. People are also urged
humor magazines like to imply. In
students also have reserved a block Sylvia Alice Sweetman (English), and beauty of the country, W. W. Carson,
to have their tickets stamped, when
fact, we do not believe that college designs of Arnold Gillette, former
of seats. Several other groups are Mary Agnes Young (botany).
of the Carson studio, wrote in a recent
leaving the gym, as it will be ab
students are as nonchalant about their State University student, w ill be dis
, POPE ADDRESSES FORUM
planning on attending but have not
.letter to C. H. Riedell: “With this colON CAPITALISTIC BOOK solutely impossible to return to the
studies as they them selves have been played in the foyer. Most of these
made theta-reservations as yet.
TUMBLING
ENTHUSIASTS
lection,
you
should
be
able
to
show
dance floor lf this is not done.
works,
which
were
loaned
by
C.
H.
went to imply. In proof of this state
WILL PRACTICE SATURDAY [your students that Arizona is not all
.*Is Capitalism Doom ed” by Denis
Prizes for the most appropriately
Final rehearsals are scheduled for
ment, we wish to remark on the tact Ricdell, were done by Gillette when
that
hot,
dry,
barren
desert
where
so
wa8
reviewed
by
Walter
Pope,
pro-1
dressed
couple, depicting the garb of
that one course is popularly spoken attending school here. A few of the next week, and all three acts w ill be
“Women interested in the tumbling many people are supposed to perish. fe88or in the School of Law, at a meet- the old West, will again be given this
sketches
were
sent
back
w
hile
he
was
given
each
night.
Members
of
the
of thusly: "It’s stiff. You work like a
and apparatus class will meet tor We have a beautiful country. The jng Tuesday evening of the forum on year. Judges will be chosen at the
dog for a C. But it’s the most inter doing postgraduate work at Yale. The cast are Helen Marie Donahue, Minnepractice on Saturday mornings at 9 northern part of the state is dotted jcurrent business and economic prob- ball tonight, and their decision will
esting course you'll ever take, and it’s exhiblt Includes sketches of designs apolis, Minn.; Ossia Taylor, Missoula;
o'clock,” Laura Martin, who is in with scenic lakes and forests of ever- h em8 which is being sponsored by the be announced by Chief Push Evenson
for
plays,
costumes,
and
student
actors
Don
Marrs,
Harlowton;
Robert
Bates,
worth it even if you flunk it.” The
charge of the work, said yesterday. &reen-”
between the seventeenth and eight
'
School of Business Administration.
course of which we are thinking is who were attending school at that great Falls; Leslie Pace, Bozeman,
This work is being done in prepara
----------------- -----------The m eeting next Tuesday evening eenth dances.
■
always crowded the one quarter of the time. There are between fifty and Ruth Perham, Butte; Gene Manis,
tion
for
the
physical
education
dem
RECITAL
POSTPONED
will
discuss
principles
of
socialism
sixty
pieces
which
will
be
displayed.
Hamilton,
and
Eleanor
Speaker,
Llvy<ar it is offered. Luckily for the stu
Dee Byrd, a graduate of the School
onstration to be held on March 7, and
--------and the subject will be presented by
Plans are being made by various ingston.
dent who would graduate, there are
The Women’s Glee club recital, e q Hun ton and Prof. Matlieus Hast. of Pharmacy in 1931, is at present em
"The Truth About Blayds” is a high some of those onterlng have a possi
not many courses which threaten social groups on the campus for thewhich was to be the first of the year,
____________________
ployed by the Colemau Drug company
bility
of
being
chosen
to
go
to
Boze
ater
parties
for
this
production.
Those
comedy
by
A.
A.
Milne,
noted
English
flunks so easily. But, unfortunately,
4 there are not many courses so inter who have decided definitely to attend playwright. The main figure of the man for the Play Day which will be has been postponed from Sunday. No | Mary Leroy of Anaconda is a week- of Missoula. He was formerly an em
future date has been set.
lend guest of her cousin, Mary Martin. ploye of the Miles City Drug company.
held there, April 21, 22 and 23.
esting.
are Phi Sigma Kappa, Sigma Chi, [
(Continued on Tatce Four)

SENIOR BENCH

Varsity Vodvil tryouts w ill be held
tomorrow morning in the Little The
atre beginning at S o’clock and con
tinuing in strict accordance with the
schedule listed below. "Absolutely no
exceptions for late acts w ill be made
as the building must be vacated for
play practices by 1 o’clock,” said Dick
Schneider, manager of the production.

r T O n tlC Y L O n t c i i n S

B

Poems, History

Recorded by Plant

Theme of Talk

■

N e x t Issu e
O f Magazine
Is P la n n ed

S

Three Inspections
On Arm y Program

Pharmacists’ Film
W ill Show Here

Degree Awards
For the Quarter

B

j

IS tO UlV€

Scenery Accounts

S

“ The Truth About B layds” Goes Into
Final Rehearsals; Is Milne Comedy

THE

Subscription price, $2.50 per year.
Printed by the School ot Journalism Press

JOHN B. CURTIS---------------------------------------------------------- -CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA

In business, the personnel bureau is intended primarily to train the
recruit to his duties and to develop his efficiency as he progresses.
The employed problems are studied for both his and the employer’s
benefit. The college personnel bureau does not differ greatly from
that in industry. Its initial purpose, too, is the welfare and vocational
guidance of the student. It attempts, by various means and measures,
to develop the student to his full capacity and make it possible for
him to receive the most benefit from his studies.
In addition to this, it is the connecting link between the student
and the administration and is the central clearing house for all records
and data. At the present time, various departments maintain their
own records but there is no direct connection between them. When
a complete record regarding a particular case is wanted, much con
fusion is encountered before the record is obtained. This is often
the case in the assembling of recommendations for graduates. The
personnel bureau, under its administration, keeps all student records,
which are more complete, and saves needless complications. A central
department not only can operate more efficiently but at a much
smaller expense than is now the case.
With the expansion of colleges and advanced education since the
war, the tendency toward larger classes has become pronounced and
in doing so, has reduced the costs of education per individual student.
However, the basic principle, individual contact with the student has
-.been lost The personnel bureau would further reduce the costs per
individual by the decrease in cost of maintaining records and would
return in a measure, the individual contact formerly had by smaller
units of instruction.
The duties of this bureau are many and involved: Achievement
tests and their results, adjustment problems, extra-curricular activities,
honor systems, aptitude tests, student attitudes, character traits and
analysis, cheating, faculty counseling, choice of courses, student fail
ures, health problems, honor systems and many others.
At Montana a personnel bureau probably would not be so involved
as to carry this multitude of problems. If such an institution were
to be established here it would serve its primary purpose— it would
be the adjuster between the student and the administration; all student
records would be systematic and for the best interests of both, and
. the costs sind confustion of maintaining these records Would be
reduced.

F ratern ities
at Montana

Foresters’ B a l l ................................................................ Men s Gymnasium

Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, Maroh 3, 1879.

The Personnel Bureau

With the

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, February 1 0 ,1 9 3 3

Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students ot the State
Dniversity of Montana.
_________

Following the article "Why Students Fail, by Prof. E. A. Atkinson
in Collegiana, much comment, both pro and con, was made concerning
the necessity of establishing a personnel bureau at the State University,
Professor Atkinson gave the results of a four-year study on compre
hensive examinations and incidental attitudes and conditions causing
students to fail. His mention and short discussion leading to the con
clusion that a personnel bureau would benefit materially both the
student and administration caused a rise of varying opinions.

Friday, February 10,1933

KAIMIN

Society

The Montana Kaimin

RICHARD SCHNEIDER.___ ....-------------------.BUSINESS MANAGER

MONTANA

Frigid winds howling across the
great open spaces of Missoula—A lone
Ford waiting outside Craig hall for
its shivering chauffeur—Near-empty
classrooms conveying the impression
that cutting is prevalent this week—
Packy Cooney wearing an arctic
"parka”—Chief Push Evenson and the
Foresters' cat dragging Paul Bunyan’s
kiddy-kar around the campus—Walt
Pool and Jack White dragging their
heels behind—Grizzlies, ten strong,
leaving for an invasion of the Bobcat
lair—Greeks doing the last minute
pollshlng-up on their acts before Yar
sity Yodvil try-outs tomorrow—Man.
ager Dick Schneider completing nego
tiations with E. K. (Wilma) Taylor
. . . and the show w ill be held down
down after all—Interfraternity Conn,
oil finally getting their Sentinel pic
ture "took”—Mary Enoble arriving in
the nick of time for the Spur picture—
Seniors working maliciously on their
"boasUng lists” for Mary Woody’i
book—Someone leaving their overcoat
behind at Co-ed—The entire Forestry
school going to town on their brawl
decorations—Nat Allen bragging on
his immunity from the cold—Perry
(Boss) Sparks’ thermometer register
ing -24 to the few etudes who made
o’clocks Thursday mom .
FAMOUS LAST WORDS
See you tonight at Foresters' Brawl.
Instead of novel writers blue
Who grimly probe the lower depths,
We now read econ praters who
Reach stratosphere in fifteen steps.
Scientists announce that they will
soon be able to manufacture synthet
ically, cortln, a stimulating chemical
hlch w ill pep up the tired and over
worked.
Cortln w ill not be used at Foresters’
ton ight
Plutocrats think technocrats
Are merely talking through their hats.

Saturday, February 1 1 ,1 9 3 3

Phi D elta Theta

Alpha P h i .............................................................................. Pledge Formal
Delta Sigma L a m b d a ............................... ........................................Fireside
Kappa Alpha T h e ta .......................................................................... Fireside
Kappa D e l t a ...................................................................................... Fireside

Phi Delta Theta, nationally the old
est fraternity on the Montana campus,
was founded at Miami University, Ox
ford, 0-, in 1848. Montana Alpha
chapter was established on this
campus in 1920 when Delta Rho local
waB granted a charter to the national

Tonight students on the campus will be in attendance a t Foresters
Ball, a costume dance which is traditionally the social highlight of the organization. This fraternity has 103
season. Decorated with fir trees and evergreen boughs, and featuring chapters and 33,ooo members.
Hi Clark’s band and many novel ideas in addition to Ranger’s Dream Phi Delta Theta is the only fraand the Barroom, which in previous years have made this dance unique,
the men s gymnasium is in readiness for the event. Chaperons to r the I
Jw yearg u heW m g honor for
frolic will include: Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Dean and Mrs. J. b . Miller, ^ years 0j 192s, 1929, isso and 1931.
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman, Dean and Mrs. T. C. Spaulding, Dean A. in scholarship the fraternity has
L Stone, Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Schreiber, Prof, and Mrs. L. W. Cook, Prof, maintained its position among the
and Mrs J. H. Ramskill, Prof. Fay G. Clark, Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Severy, “ pp ^ one-third for several years and
Prof, and1 Mrs B F. Oakes Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Swearingen.
and Mrs. Harry Adams and A. J. Lewandowski.
.
, ,
„
Tomorrow night, Alpha Phi w ill en -* --------------------------------------------------------1 Am oag « •
acU™ ara;
tertain at her annual pledge formal, of her sister, Jean, Tuesday noon. ^
Kennedy, basketball manager,
This year the dance w ill be held at Margaret Lehsou was the guest of | Walter Cooney,^ past editor o f the
Sentinel; John Curtis, Kaimin editor;
the Loyola gymnasium and the chap - 1Marlon Lewellen at luncheon Wednes
erons w ill include Mrs. M. O. Better-1 day. Dinner p e s t s at the hall Wednes-1
Aber Oratorical contest and second in
ton, Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman and
night w ere Grace Johnson, who
1932 State Oratorical contest; Bill
Prof, and Mrs. C. F. D eiss. Several was the guest of Helen Scott; Martha
Boone, John Curtis and Cale Crowley
firesides—at the Kappa Alpha Theta, Kimball, a guest of Katherine Mason.
Sentinel
and
Kappa Delta and Delta Sigma Lambda Louise E iselein entertained E stelle are members■ of , Silent
I
.

School of Mines
Students Prepare
For Gold Rush
Low Enrollm ent Fee Brings Influ
Of Amateurs, Professionals
To Short Course
The ghosts ot Montana's nearly ter.
gotten past, unseen and unheard, are
stirring a t the School of Mines
100 men, enrolled In the mining
course, are studying and waiting (or
spring, when they may enter Mon
tana’s modern gold rush. Like their
earlier and more numerous forerunners, all types ot men are fount
in the group studying there waiting
for winter to end. Vigorous college
youths sit in the classroom beside vet
erans of hundreds of trails. In com
mon with the thousands who came to
western Montana and found Alder
Gulch, Last Chance Gulch and Bannack, the stamp ot the gold fever it
plain In all the men.
JW .
For the first time since Bntte’i
early history, gold dust was used as
a medium of exchange when A &
Clark, a carpenter and amateur miner,
paid his enrollm ent fee with the yellow metal.
Part o f the tremendous influx ot
prospectors to the miners’ short
course w as due to the low fee of Ust
charged for enrollm
At the re_ ____ent
,

h o u s e s-a r e listed among the week- Fletcher and Frances Graves, and Kappa Tau. Curtis Barnes and Snick quest of Pres. Francis
______
end activities At the Theta house, Maxine Davis was the guest of Mar- Lockwood are members of S ilent Sen- the State Vocational Education board
W H Wilkinson. Mrs. F. K. Jorie Shaw the same evening.
| tlnel and Dave Fitzgerald is a mem- has agreed to extend its co-operetta
Mrs.
her ‘o f Kappa Tau.
so th at Montana’s amateur mfaen,
Keith and Prof, and Mrs. H. G. Mer-| At Corbin ball, Mrs. David Hope of I
Outstanding among the alumni of particularly those who are uneBriam w ill chaperon, while at the Hamilton was the guest of Margaret
Phl Delta Theta who attended the ployed, may have a chance to lean
Kappa Delta house Mrtand Mrs. J. B. Madeen for dinner Wednesday n ig h t
|M ontana University are: K elly Skeels some m ining fundamentals. For this
-----------------------------Speer and Mrs. Caroline B. Avery w ill
and Eck Farmer, Rhodes Scholars; {reason the $25 fee charged last year
be the chaperons. Delta Sigma Lamb
John F. Patterson, president of the {was dispensed with.
da has invited Dr. and Mrs. L. C
In this course, unique in the annals
University Alumni association; Oscar
Hitchcock and Dr. and Mrs. C. W
Dahlberg and Gordon Rognllen, stu o f American colleges, knowledge of
Waters to chaperon their fireside.
dent-body presidents; Harry Dahlberg, how to find gold is only one ot the
Several houses on the campus have | Editor, the Montana Kaimin
Coach, and Stanley Griffith, assistant subjects taught. In addition, assaying,
entertained as dinner guests during
Sir: The University of Montana has
theory ot oil and ore deposits, geology,
the past week, persons who addressed | hardly j,eBn In existence long enough IUman nine-letter Grizzly ath lete’ flotation, mineralogy, mining methods,
l u r r l T s T b i l c r o f ' Z d l v ^ 0"118
V " * b° dy ° £ SlUd<mt m0reS t0 haTe Clark ’ Whitcomb, Herb Vitt, Tom m ining law, placer and quartz mliiot
j P 8tt8lned su“ lcIcnt welgM and Per‘ Davis, George Dahlberg, Bob Tiernan, and a score of allied subjects are list
™
IL na manenC8 ‘° b° callea tradltl0M - The Tom McGowan, L e m Hlgbee, Bill ed. E ight college instructors and sev
n »b « h
wh
t l l k L 0? Pd aClUal gr° Wth ° f 8 b° dy ° f tradit,on8 Rohlffs, Ken Simmons, Ray Lewis, eral assistants are engaged in teach
Delta house where he talked
the 1has been further hampered by th e jpromInent ath Ieles. Aruold G ille tte , ing the men.
subject of Catholicism.
Thursday j
aad custom s, more or less petty
Thirty-three occupations are listed
winner of national intercollegiate twoevening he gave the same lecture at jnnd imitative, which have been snperm ile title and holder o f several coast by the students, ranging from the
the Sigma Kappa house.
Imposed upon the student-body. Retrack records; R ussell Peterson, all mining engineer down to common la
Pres, and Mrs. C. H. Clapp w e relcen[ arguments, protestations, and
coast football selection and Pacific borer, including one musician. The
dinner guests at the Alpha XI Delta laments on the part of a few, concoast discus title-holder; Bob Nelson, ages of the men range from 20 to 71
house Thursday evening where Mrs. earning the passing of traditions, have
Tylar Cooney, a student at the State
coast
high-jump
champion;
B ill
Clapp spoke on “Youth Confronts Iatruck a deep resounding note of in-j
Burke, yell king and business man University during the fall quarter asd
Problems, Personal and SociaL”
difference from the many. An unkind
son
of Lieutenant-Governor F. &
ager; BUI Crawford, basketball manAt the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house critic m ight say that the only real
•Cooney, is enrolled In the course at
Wednesday evening, Dr. Clapp used tradition which exists here is that o fl *!. .,
,,
the present time.
as the subject of his address, "Soience, indifference to any and everything.
, * ° aa y
T n5 aJ!
Religion and Philosophy: W ill They
. . . nt mhlph .
„„ .
‘
deceaBed memben> of this fraternity
HRS. LINE ADDRESSES GROUT
BI d„,
All of which leads up to the ques- include; Dr. R. H. Jesse, dean of the

Heed the ant and do likewise"
Makes appeal to earnest guys
Who study and cram all day long
and never get their quizzes wrong;
But while they strive and sw eat and
slave
And dig them selves an early grave
some other stude is not so rude,
his work is in a lighter mood.
Chances are this lazy turk
gets as much credit for his work.
And if the grind should die today
Things would go the same old way;
But the lad whose mood is lighter
Has an outlook so much brighter—
He's the chap we'U see at the
Brawl ton ight . . .

Campus Comment

_________ ;
_ ,
„
...
Fraternities and Sororities

tlon 1 wl8h t0 ralse: whether or not faculty at a e university of Montana;
there was a foundation in fact for the chancellor M A Brannon- the nrosent
I
„ ,.
. „ ___
im a n ceu o r «*. a . Brannon, m e present
assumption on the part of a group of governors of Massachusetts, TennesSoclal activities have been at a poople when they founded "Collegiana" L ee and Virginia; the United States
standstill at the fraternity and soror- last year, that there was, among col- L n a t o r s from Utah. Florida, Oklalty houses this week. Cold weather ieg e students, a growing awareness of homa> Texas and lndtana;
D
has prevented most people from ven- and reaction to life about them, which cbapln> gecretary of commerce; S u 
turing outside their homes and as a | BUCh a magazine might nurture a u d L ene FIeldf Jouett shoagei LoU Gehrig.

At a meeting o f the Fellowship
group Tuesday evening, Mrs. R. C
Line talked on "Religion and the An
of Living” to more than thirty stu
dents. After summarizing the historic
background of religion and art, Mrs
Line showed how religion entered Into

result the guest lists at the houses Iencourage. If there Is such an aw are-1 ^ ~ Kipke "Bernon L y ^ n K ellog | artlst,c llTlng today’
have shown a marked decline.
ness among college students, Cells- w m H ays, w illiam Allen White, R a y '-------------------------------------------S ™
Dinner guests at the Alpha Phi giana has a Justification for continu- stannard Bakor, Grantland Hlce,
house Thursday evening were Norma lDg: if not. If Collegiana has no real, Chick Byans> tll0 Ge6rge Banta pub- WE CAN
offer you the same prices as any
Hammer, Maxine Janes and H elen no organic existence, the fact had UghI
{am ily. Gardner Cowle8, new
Students at the State University pay annual activity fees of $15
other shop in town—
Pollinger, and at the Tri Delta house better be acknowledged now, and Col- R p c
board member; Pres. Ben
for the privilege of being “active” students. At the State College, the
Wednesday evening Carol Black and legiana allowed gracefully to die.
jamin Harrison; Vice-president Adlail BUT
Hazel Goeddertz were guests.
rather than painfully and em ptily perfees are $ 6 more a y e a r/ The following is a comparison of the ex
we can guarantee you a better
Stevenson, and the following cabinet]
Delta Gamma entertained at dinner petuated, as are so many o f our camjob for the money—
penditures of each sum:
members: John Foster, Secretary ot
ln
honor
of
Prof,
and
Mrs.
F.
O.
Smith
pus
"traditions."
STATE COLLEGE STATE UNIVERSITY
State; William Vilas, Postm aster Gen-j AND
and Prof. W. R. Ames Tuesday evecollegian a editors are at present
_
Amount
Amount
P et
P et
we call for and deliver.
eral and Secretary of the Interior;
There may be a moral to th a t But
ningom
e
r
guests
at
the
Delta
Gamalm
ost
ready.to
admit
that
their
m
a
g
|john
Reynolds! Attorney General! |
Athletics ................................... $10.00 47.62
$7.50
50. we couldn't find i t
ma house that evening were Ruth a i |ne ha8 „„ real existence. Evidence David Houston Secretary ot AgriculMinor S p o rts ............................
.405
2.7
Riedell and Virginia Wilcox.
L . aIivenegg ot resDonsiveness amone .
°
' Becretary
A gncui
..
..
01 anvene88» 01 responsiveness among ture and Secretary of Treasury;
Yearbook .............................’ .
4.00 19.05
2.505 16.7 A gal w e’re all proud to call "Dearie” M
Basement H iggins Block
Martha Klett, Margaret Johnston, college students has reached their Dwight Davis Secretary of War
Is she who'll agree with our econ
Wlnnifred Keyes and Eleanor M cDon-|earg ,mt falnUy, lf at aU. collegiana
School P aper............................
7.14
1.50
8.3
Phone <168
1.25
theory.
aid
were
entertained
at
the
Sigma
Band .......................................
1.80
8.57
.315
2.1
editors can, but w ill not, write all the |
mands a bigger answer. Collegiana
Kappa house Thursday evening.
material
for
the
magazine
themselves.
Glee Club, Dramatics and
"If the mayor ot New York can in
At the Delta Sigma Lambda house, In the face of charges of exclusive editors want an answer, negative or
any way make your lives healthier
Debate .................................
1.60
7.61
Forrest Ullman and John Morrison ness, of Collegiana being dominated by affirmative, to this question.
and
sunnier
and
happier
and
promote
Debate .....................................
Since this communication is also by
.315
2.1
were dinner guests Wednesday eve a small intellectual clique; the editors
your business and the sending of your
way ot an appeal for more contribuClasses (freshman, sophomore,
ning.
are ready to give up their magazine
sons to college, I'm at your service.”
|tlon
s to Collegiana, let me state
Sigma
Kappa
entertained
a
t
a
bufaltogether,
rather
than
publish
it
junior, senior) ...................
2.7 —Mayor John Patrick O’Brien.
.405
fet supper for their pledges and Junder such circumstances. One step clearly where manuscripts may be
Women's Athletic Association.
.405 • 2.7
left:
(1) at the phone booth in Main
Too bad the mayors in this state alumni Wednesday evening. Guests that w ill probably be taken in the im
Associated Men Students. . . . .
.50
2.38
were Mildred Huxley, Margaret Wil mediate future w ill be the cutting hall; (2) in Office 101, Library build
aren’t like that.
Associated Women Students. . .
.25
1.19
cox, Gale Gibson and H elen Johnson. down of publlcatlop from tw ice to in g , or (3) mailed, addressod to “Col
Ag. Judging T e a m s ................. .
.20
.95
Today the Mothers’ club is holding once a quarter. This w ill be done legiana.”
MAJORCA.—Although more than
Yours,
100 authors have lately settled here, a social and business meeting at the solely to maintain their standards of
Art Exhibits ............................ .
.15
.71
RICHARD LAKE,
only five have been able to do any Sigma Kappa house.
Basketball (H. S. Tournament) 1.00
4.76
excellence, to secure, in the face of
It Will Soon Be Time To Send »
Editor
of
Collegiana.
work.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Lucy and trials and worries, better articles, bet
Bouquet of
Keserve F u n d ..........................
.75
5.
Hurrah!
daughter Margaret were dinner guests ter stories, better poems.
A.S.U.M. General Fund (the
at the Theta house Wednesday night.
remainder) ..........................
1.15
7.7 And the “Rangers’ Dream” may be Roderick Clarke and Hubert Zemkel Disinterestedness in and indifference
To Your Valentine
r
.to Collegiana may be due partly to
a nightmare for some.
Delta | lack of publicity, to the small pub
Theta house Wednesday night.
— Order From —
$21.00 100.
$15.00 100.
lication necessitated by cost, to faultlWOODMAN, SPARE ME A CHIP OFF
The State College, for the year 1931-32, had an enrollment that THE OLD BLOCK — I’VE STILL Dinner guests at the Alpha Cbl ness in the editors' manner of at
Omega tiouee Thursday night were
tempting to reach the students. These
was approximately four hundred less than ours. But with that smaller GOT MY TUITION TO PAY
Marion Lewellen and Dorothy Powers.
are small difficulties and can be
number, they give a larger percentage of their fees to the Montanan
Let’s Inflate the currency
The guests on Wednesday were Hazel
grown out of. The big one, whether |
their yearbook, than we do. And the larger percentage means that
And pay off every debt
Abbott and Jane Qutherle.
Montana students have any desire for
their smaller number contributes more money toward the financial With some new form of currency
j intelligent facing ot their problems,
That’s easier to get.
success of a yearbook than we do. Students who compare the Sen
Out of Town
[for articulate realization, at least of
C. I-I. Turner of Butte visited h is themselves as men and women, or
tinel unfavorably with the college annual should remember that.
For Instance, wooden nickels
daughter, Jane, Tuesday.
[whother indifference and resignation
Will surely do the trick;
The college apportionment for the band is conspicuously larger than
LAST TIMES TONIGHT!
TODAY nnd SATURDAY!
Mrs. T. Knteval of Butte and daugh- m.e the watchwords of their lives, de
We could sit around and whittle

Here’s Where Your Money Goes

Youngren Shoe Shop

FLOWERS

Can There Ever Be
TR U TH ?

Heinrich’s Flowers

F O X -W IL M A FOX-RIALTO

ours, both in percentage and actual amount of cash expended. Fee
Our spare change from a stick.
support of dramatics is commendable also. As far as athletics is con
cerned, we spend more, both in percentages and actual money, than With such convenient currency
As cordwood used for dough
does the State College. The Associated Women Students on this cam
We'd chop off our tuition
pus pay dues of a dollar a year, in addition to their fees. There is no
And saw down all we owe.
organization on this campus corresponding to the Associated Men Stu
We'd help clean up the hall
dents at Bozeman.
After the ball was over,
Each class at the University is given an allotment of $125, regard For the decorations at the brawl
less of the enrollment of that class. We have always thought that class
Would keep us ail in clover . . .
For another year!
functions, with the possible exception of senior graduation exercises,
had to be self-supporting. It seems to us that it is a large allotment.
Pbl Delta Phi has postponed its
And we maintain that the support of the Sentinel means more, ulti initiation meeting planned for this
mately, to the class and to the college, than the putting-over of an week because of the inability of one
expensive class dance.
member to attend.

ter, Mrs. William Angland, are spend- __ _________________________
ing some time in Missoula, due to the
illness of Geraldine Knleval, who re
cently underwent an operation for Fine Hair Cutting Our Specialty
appendicitis at St. Patrick's hospital.
North and Corbin Halls
North hall, during the past week,
entertained various sorority girls and
members of the faculty. Dean Harriet
R. Sedman was the dinner guest on
Tuesday evening. Martha ICleete was
the dinner guest of Ruth Freed Tues
day night, while Margaret Lehsou was
the guest of Marlon Lewellen. Miss
Esther Porter was a luncheon guest

Metropole
Barber Shop

“The Island of
Lost Souls”
Weird, Thrilling—of Course You’ll
See It!

Our Work

Most Talked-About Picture »
Years
SATURDAY ONLY!

BUCK JONES
SATURDAY MIDNIGHT
Preview Showing of the Hit. of Any
Year!

Is Our Best Recommendation

“1 AM A FUGITIVE FROM
A CHAIN GANG”

— In —

_ _ _ _ _ _ “White Eagle”
STARTING SUNDAY!

“State Fair”

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr-

Show Starts 11:15
Adni. 40c
Loges Reserved a t 56c

“The Parachute Jump®’

— In —

„
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Grizzly Hoopsters Meet Bobcats,
Miners; To Clash for State Title

Band History
Sigma Chi Is Co-ed Basketball \Larsen Conducts
Teams Are Picked j Diet Experiments
Is D iscussed
Out in Lead
For Tournam entL ,e
(jtapionship Hopes o f State University Depend on Four Successive
By A tkinson
For Pennant
Victories on this Trip
Eleven Grizzly basketball players, accompanied by Coach A. J. Phi Delta Theta and Kappa Sigma
Lervandowski and Manager Lee Kennedy, departed yesterday on the
(forth Coast Limited for Bozeman to meet the State College Bobcats
in the second two-game series tonight and tomorrow night of the

Are Close Behind Leaders
In Hoop Scramble

to Determine Food Effects
On Rat Reproduction
Freshman and Junior Squads Play
First Game of Series
In order to determine the effects of
February 27
various diets on reproduction down to
the fourth generation, Helen B. Lar
Players for the women’s interclass
sen, Crosby, N. D., is conducting an
basketball tournament have been se
experiment with 13 hooded rats as
lected and are ready to start final part of her training in the Depart
practice for the tournament which
ment of Home Economics.
w ill begin on February 27 when the
Five different diets consisting of
freshman m eet the juniors.
condensed milk, liquidated whole milk,
Those playing on the freshman team
dry skim milk diluted with water, 16
w ill Include: Forwards—Carol Hamper cent protein and a controlled diet
bleton, Peggy Wilcox, Helen Mercer,
supposed to be adequate in all things,
Joan Mathews; guards—Dorothy How
are to be used.
ard, Edith Hankins, Velma Clark,
The experiment was started Novem
Margaret Murray and Virginia Bode,
team captain and manager. Those ber 8 and w ill be concluded in June.
selected to play on the sophomore Only the rats on controlled diet and
team are: Forwards—Evelyn Levan- 15 per cent protein have reproduced
der, Eudora Piercy, Lois Elda Howard, thus far. The rats were 28 days old
and Carol W ells, captain and man when the experiment was started and
ager; guards, Dorcas Reach, Mary normally should have litters when
Brickson ,Louise Geyer, Marjorie Miles three months old.

Impeccable Man
Wanted for Job
Position Is Open to Good Climber
Who Has No Vices
If you’re a good climber, it you don’t

Original Group Organized in 1898; smoke and if you have nothing to do
with women you might be successful it
N o w H a s Complete
you applied to the State University
Instrumentation

repairman tor a postion as his helper
With the championship of the Inter
E volving. from a ten-piece affair to the first part of next month.
current season. In the first series th e * ------------------------fraternity league narrowed down to a
The coming of Big B ill Tilden and
Its present organization consisting of
two clubs split a game apiece. Alace between two or three teams, the
50 pieces with complete instrumenta his teammates who w ill play several
Ihoagh the Butte Miners lay technical
teams in the lower division battled for
tion and fully uniformed, has been tennis matches in the men's gym
claim to the state intercollegiate title,
places as the tournament approached
the rise of the Grizzly band. Prof nasium necessitates the installation of
many persons look to these games as
the end. Sigma Chi remains on top
E. A. Atkinson, professor in the De several additional flood lights in the
being the deciding factors. The Griz- The Interfraternity b a s k e t b a l l of the list, with the Kappa Sigs and
partment
of Psychology, and director ceiling of the gymnasium. The re
cUes and the Miners tangle in a two- league goes into the last week with Phi Delta close behind.
of the band from 1915 to 1926, recalls pairman, whose duty is to install the
the Sigma Chls leading the pack and
game series in Butte on Monday and
lights, is looking for some capable
Phi Sig-S. A. E.
its early history.
Tuesday nights. The Bobcats do not chalking up an undisputed claim for The Phi Slg quint continued its
young man to clamber over the gird
The band was organized under stu
the championship. The Phi Delta led
ers in the ceiling while he throws up
meet the Miners this season.
practice of winning games from favor
dent supervision in 1898 but did not
m ost of the way but relinquished their
to him the extension cords which w ill
ite teams, when it defeated the Slg
Eleven Make Trip
become a permanent organization
position to the Sigs in a hot game
be needed to connect the lights with
Alph team, 25-18, Tuesday evening.
Players who are making the trip Saturday morning.
until 1906, when it was organized by
the supply wires.
The game was rough, and neither team
Mr. Lou Howard, who has since been
are Heller and Dahlberg, centers;
Yesterday morning he thought he
showed its best form. Honnold and
Erickson, McDonald, Fitzgerald and
director of the Montana State College
had a man who would fill the bill but
With only five weeks left in the Hovee led the scoring with nine and
band. At that time it was known as
Brown, forwards; Fox, Hileman, H ol
soon it developed that the prospect
winter quarter it is hard to see how eight points, respectively.
the Bruins' band.
loway, Hinman and Rhlnehart, guards.
The thirteen original rats were bred
and Margaret Breen. Members of the
both smoked and carried on with
Phi Sigs (25)
S. A. E. (18)
the Intramural sports officials are go
Hinman can be alternated a t either
Until 1915 the band remained under
women" and was none too anxious to
ing to squeeze the remainder of the Cusmman ( 2 ) _____ H. Hazelbaker (4) junior squad include: Forwards— from rats fed the controlled diet.
center or guard position.
student
supervision
but
the
students
Hooded
rats
are
being
used
this
year
Mary Castles, Ada Wood, Sara Miles
fill the job anyway.
Forward
athletic schedule in before final exam
furnished their own instruments and
The final scrim mage before the inations.
Honnold ( 9 ) _________ McEacheron (6) and Olive Midgett; guards—Bessie because they are less sensative to
games was held yesterday in the State
Webster, Juanita Armour, Katherine temperature changes than white rats. uniforms with little help from the DRUIDS DISCUSS BALL
Forward
University gymnasium. The players
The average life of these anim als is A. S. U. M.
AT REGULAR MEETING
The Interfraternity bowling league K ie ly _______________________ Raff (5) Marion, Pansy Shaw and Laura Mar
arrived in Bozeman last evening and
Although the band played for track
tin, captain and manager. Seniors from two to three years.
Center
Is still going strong; boxers, wrestlers
Druids, men’s honorary forestry or
vlll work out on the Bobcat floor for
A t the end of the experiment the meets, athletic contests and gave oc
who
will
participate
in
the
tournament
Brandenburg
(6)
__________Kuka
(3)
and fencers are getting in shape for
a limbering-up session today. Tonight
will be: Forward—Mildred Dorsey, rats are chloroformed and autopsied. casional concerts, it was a sm all or ganization, held a regular meeting
Guard
the eliminations and finals in the M
Wednesday night at 431 Daly avenue.
at 8 o'clock the referee w ill start the
Sunderlin | Mildred Renshaw, Leola Stevens and The hones are mounted and compared ganization existing on its own volition
club tournament. The intercollegiate Furlong __ :________
first contest.
and -was carried along by its members. More than 20 members were presont
Ruth Rledell, captain and manager; with normal bones.
Guard
basketball tourney has not yet begun,
After a short business meeting the
Other rat experiments on the effects It was this year that the faculty real
The championship hopes of the there is s till a free-throw contest to
Substitutions: Phi Sigs—Teegarden jguards, Katherine Mason, Lovira Hart
of vitamin deficiencies are being con ized the need of a well-organized band group entered into a round table dis
State University demand four succes be run off and the necessary cold and Hovee (8).
land Georgia Buckhous.
cussion on Foresters’ Ball and cur
sive wins on this trip. They m ust weather for hockey was too cold so
The teams w ill be coached by stu ducted by Geraldine Ohrmann and backed by the entire State University.
S. P , E.-Sigma Nu
Professor Atkinson was made director, rent topics relative to the profession.
lick the Bobcats tw ice, a hard task the hockey league has suspended
S. P. E. won its game Tuesday eve dents in the principles of coaching Hazel Thomas.
and
about
fifty
bandsmen
were
turn
under any circumstance, and then take operations. So it seems like the last ning, 2-0, when the Sigma Nu team class. Team coaches for the fresh
imbursement was used to purchase
ing out for regular rehearsals.
the measure of the Miners in a pair minute cramlng for exams w ill have failed to appear, and defaulted.
man w ill be Mildred Dorsey and Lov
trousers to match the rest of the uni
Albert Hoelscher, who left here six forms, and new outfits for the re
of games. The latter may be as hard to be postponed until between quar
ira Hart; sophomores, Leola Stevens;
Kappa Slg-1). S. L.
to do as the former. The Miners are ters.
years ago, followed in the footsteps mainder of the 50 men. There is a
Lewon and Storey led the scoring juniors, Lois Elda Howard; seniors,
of Professor Atkinson in 1926. He shortage of uniforms this quarter as
the only state collegiate team to claim
as Kappa Sigma rolled up another Katherine Mason.
Bill Tllden always keeps ’em guess remained here two years. In 1928
large-score game Wednesday, defeat
anunbroken record of victories.
The sophomore-senior game is
the enrollment has reached 55, the
Anyway one tries to figure it the
ing. In his amateur days, when there Roy Freeburg, instructor in the School
ing the D. S. L.’s, 35-25, in a fast con scheduled for March 1. On March 2
membership record to date.
£ Teams Unevenly Matched
state championship hinges on the out
was nobody (in the world who could of Music and a graduate of the Uni
te st
Castles scored m ost tor the the loser of this game and the loser
From a statistical view-point, the come of the Grizzly-Bobcat and Griz
touch him, B ill used to give his op versity of Washington, took over the
losers, sinking the ball for 10 points. of the freshman-junior game will
Grizzlies and the Bobcats are not very zly-Miner series. A clean sweep by
ponent a set and sometimes two just band and led it until this fall. Prof.
Kappa Sigma (35)
D. S. L. (25)
meet.
The winners of these two
Extinguisher Ash Tray, Cigar
evenly matched. So far this season the Grizzlies would land the pennant
Lewon (15) :______ ______Castles (10) games will meet on March 6 to decide to make a match of it. When he be Stanley Teel, the present director, ette and Match H o ld er.. . .3 5 c
the Cats have scored 816 points and in Missoula; if the Grizzlies win two
came
a
professional,
everybody took charge of the band at the begin
Forward
the championship.
the Grizzlies 214 points, but the Bob from the Bobcats and lose two to the
thought Tilden would do the same ning of autumn quarter this year.
Price Range on New
Anderson ( 2 ) ____________Miller (3)
cats have played more games than the Miners the flag would go to Butte;
thing. It was business with him now
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
Forward
When the R. O. T. C. was organized
Grizzlies.
but If the Bobcats defeat the Grizzlies
and it was to his interest to make the
Stansberry ( 7 ) ..... ............. B. White (2)
$19.75 - $29.50
at the State University in 1919, the
When the Grizzlies and the Miners tw ice and then the State University
play look close to keep the customers
Center
band became’ a part of the Department
Double Shift Machines
meet Monday and Tuesday, Ray Gal team takes the Miners into camp, the
interested. But did Bill do it? He did
S ilfa s t....................... ............. Aldrich (2)
of Military Science. The federal gov
lant may provide an interesting eve Bozeman aggregation would annex its
nothing of the kind. He went out and
$37 and $60
Guard
ernment furnished enough instru
ning. This boy has earned 170 points eighth straight title.
knocked over Karel Kozeluh and YinLong ___ ,______________ ____Hannant Trek Across Lake; Climb Peaks; Ski
ments to outfit 28 men but the ex
YES, WE HAVE JIG SAWS
in 11 games this season to become
nie Richards so flat that the matches
On
Return
Trip
Guard
pense of keeping the instruments in
high point man for the state and ap
This is the first tim e the Miners
became runaways. It wasn’t good
Substitutions: Kappa Sigma—Storey
repair has been borne by the A. S.
At upper Como lake at the head of business, said the critics. Tilden
proaches the state scoring record.
have been strong enough to be con
(11) and Trachta; D. S. L.—Myers (8).
U. M. The A. S. U. M. has for the
Little Rock creek, where the 10,000- should let down and give h is oppo
.. Not only is Gallant the outstanding sidered championship contenders this
A. T. 0 .-Independent
past few years furnished the uniforms
foot El Capltan dominates the vista, nents a chance or the gallery wouldn’i
player on the Miner's squad, but he late in the season. They have never
The A. T. O. quint climbed higher
consisting of maroon and gold coats,
a party of the Montana Mountaineers come back. But Big B ill paid no at
is also the only recruit on the team. won the state crown in basketball.
in the list of standings Wednesday
capes and caps, w ith-w hite trousers.
found scenes of unsurpassed charm tention to the critics. As long as he
He is playing his first year of ball
evening by a win over the Independ
After becoming a part of the R. O.
while scouting in the Bitter Roots. was getting paid to play, he felt he
Ray Gallant, sensational Miner star,
for the Orediggers.
ents, 27-16. Roberts and Lindeberg
T. C. the band flourished, both in
Leaving Missoula by car at 5 o’clock was under obligation to play his best,
The Grizzlies accord to A1 H eller, has scored 170 points in 11 games to
led the scoring with 11 points apiece.
membership and quality of perform
Saturday morning, Michael Clapp, and lie has been doing that from the
center, Individual honors at looping date and is approaching the all-time
Independents (16)
A. T. O. (27)
ance. In 1929 the R. O. T. C. inspect
Prof. Hampton Snell and Prof. E. M. very first day o f his professional
the ball through the basket. H e has state record in pplnt-getting, which
Shaw ( 2 ) ______________ Roberts (11)
ing officer, rated the band as the best
I
Little drove within six m iles of the debut. His honesty, far from ruining
accounted for 102 points in 12 games was hung up during the regime of the
Forward
in the Ninth Corps area, which in
Como Lake region where they had the matches, made so big a h it with
Gils year. Sharp shooting Ray Buz- wonder teams" at the State College.
Lindeberg (11) £__________ Wade (8)
cludes m ost of the western schools.
planned a day’s scouting.
zetti of the Bobcats leads h is team
the fans that they keep thronging to
— W ith—
Forward
This year the R. O. T. C. paid $10
They left town in time to start his matches in spite of the depression.
Gallant, who was never good enough
mates with 155 tallies. Three of his
White ___ __________
Stroup (4)
to the State University tor each en
climbing at daybreak. Arriving at
Hans Nussleln, the celebrated Ger
squadmembers, Crain, Wendt and in high school to make the Butte high
Center
rolled man in the B asic Course as
Lake Como .they left the car in two man professional tennis player, who
Young, have been responsible for team, is only a freshman with three
Wheaton ___________________ Prather
— and—
reimbursement for uniforms. The refeet of snow and treked across the is one of the few players in the world
more years of eligibility with the
more than 125 counters apiece.
Guard
lake to begin climbing the Como able to give B ill Tilden a real match,
Miners.
H ansell (2) ...........
.Watson (4)
peaks.
is a good friend and ardent admirer
Guard
CRYSTAL BARBER AND
El Capltan, i(s brow furrowed by of Max Schmeling, the German heavy
The H ouse of David basketball team
Substitutions: Independents—Hedsummit
clouds
aglow
in
the
low,
winweight
prize-fighter. Hans never fails
BEAUTY SHOP
which w ill be here February 27 for inc (1); A. T. O.—Smoot.Iter sun was a splendid and inspiring to attend Max’s bouts, whenever he
Our Work Is Onr Best- Ad
a game with the Grizzlies is one of
A. T. 0.-S. P. E.
spectacle. And in another direction has a free evening and Schmeling is
the best attractions among the trav
HOWARD PATTON, Prop.
Charlie Stroup ran wild last night
Coach Lockwood’s Quintet W ill Try elin g basketball teams which appear as the A. T. O. quint smothered the the tremendous west cliffs of the first fighting within a hundred m iles, and Corner Higgins Ave, and Broadway
of
the
three
sharp
Como
peaks
glis
he
refuses
to
believe
that
anybody
in
in the w estern part o f the United Slg Bps in a fast game, 35-23. Stroup
f
For Second Independent Scalp
tened with a hoary ice coating at the the world can lick him. Schmeling
States.
scored 20 points to lead the shooting
upper levels. It was truly a “fairy- feels that same way about Hans' ten
■ Coach Lockwood accompanied by
of both teams, while Kent followed
nis and the two of them constitute
eight of his Cub basketballers journey
The House of David organization at him with 13 tallies for the losers.
Germany’s most famous pair of ath
to Poison tomorrow afternoon
Benton Harbor, Mich., sends out base
i, P . E. (28)
A, T. 0 . (86)
On
the
return
trip,
made
by
moon
letes. Tennis and prize fighting are
tangle with the Poison Independents ball, football and basketball teams Wade (6) . .
light,
they
coasted
for
m
iles
on
their
not
supposed to have much in com
in the only away from home game every year. They recruit men from
Forward
Earlier in the day the temper- mon, but both have a punch and call
for the yearlings this season.
college and professional ranks in Stroup (20)
___ ___ Coriell
tor great courage and endurance in a
Earlier in the season the Grizzlies order to get the best material avail
Forward
close test and Max and Hans have all
defeated the Independents in a home able.
....... Kent (13)
Watson (4) .
of these qualities in common.
Same, but fans saw a fast and smooth
Center
pendents, 7:30 o’clock, Tuesday; Phi
working outfit that forced the Varsity
The men are bearded and wear their
Sigs vs. D. S. L., 8:30 o’clock, Tuesday,
Alpha Phi announces the pledging
to its best. To win this tussle, the hair long in accordance with the re
Guard
and Phi Delts vs. Sigma Nu, at an of Kathryn Sinnott of Pasadena, Calif.
Cubs will have to play an air tight ligious custom of their s e c t They Prather (2)
definite date.
game.
have a reputation of playing hard all
Guard
The standings of the teams:
y iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:
The probable absence of the Retz the way and giving the fans their
Substitutions: A. T. O.—Smoot and
Won Lost Pet. =
Team
brothers may be a factor in favor of money’s worth no matter what game Brown; S. P. E.—Limpus, O’Dell and
1
Sigma Ghi ........ .......... 7
.875 5
the Cubs. These men are fa st and they play.
Skoog.
Phi Delts ............. ...... .
6
2
.750 =
frequent scorers from either the for
Sigma Chi-S. A. E.
Kappa Sigs .......... .......... 5
2 .714 E
Clark Daniel (Shag) Shaughnessy,
ward or the guard positions.
Sigma Chi remained at the top of D. S. L.................... _____ 4
4
.500 =
■ p a y e r s who are making the trip Loyola grid mentor from New Orleans, the league by defeating the Sig Alph
S. A. E .................. ........... 4
5 .444 5
are: Kheivel and Holmquist, centers; has been selected as successor to quint in the second game of the eve
5 .444 =
A. T. O. ............... .......... 4
Borgquist, W est and H ultein, for Amos Alonzo Stagg, the "Grand Old ning, 41-19. Hultlne and Talbot, with
5 .444 5
S. P. E...... .............. _____ 4
wards, and Blastic, Davison and Man of the Midway," who was auto 12 points, led the scoring.
Phi Sigs £..... ........ ______ 3
5
.375 =
m atically retired from the athletic
Brandenburg, guards.
Sigma Chi (41)
S. A. E. (19)
Independents ....... ____ 3
5 .375 =
of Chicago University because of the Blastic ( 8 ) ..... ...............— ...... Raff (10) Sigma N u ..... ....... Order Now from
1
7 .125 =
These business firms have cooperated with the For
staff of Chicago university because of
Forward
Our
the age limit. (Stagg is 70.)
Hultine (12) J ------------ ;— DeBord (6)
estry School in producing the Annual Foresters’ Ball:
Market
Forward
LEADING SH O E SH O P
Thls makes the second -iiiccessful Talbot (12) .....
Dodge (1)
514 S. HIGGINS AYE.
BARTHEL HARDWARE CO.
southern coach who has immigrated
Center
Ladles’ hnlf soles, 75c up. Rubber
Aspirants to the free throw chamBARKER BAKERY
to the more frigid climes. Bernie Judge ...............
or leather heels, 25c.
.K uka (2)
;Pionship of the State University w ill
Bierman, the near national champion
Guard
Men’s half soles, 31.00. Rubber or
BITTER ROOT MARKET
nave a chance to try for the medal
leather heels, 50c.
Tulane coach, has forsaken the palms Lemirc (1) _____________ McEacheron
;3lven to the best tosser, when the
EDDY’S BAKERY
Phone 2181 E
PRICES I QUALITY! SERYICE! 5 H 6 W est Front
for the Big Ten berth at Minnesota.
Guard
Matest opens Monday, February 13.
n illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllN IIIR
GOLDEN GL0 CREAMERY
Substitutions: Sigma Chi—BergEntries will be accepted until Friday,
Bierman has had luck—or perhaps quist (8).
OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
February 17.
e should say success—in the Big
The league ends next week with
y Each contestant throws 26 times,
MISSOULA MERCANTILE CO.
Ten; can another southerner do the three games: Kappa Sigs vs. Inde
end the best 16 tossers enter the
TAYLOR & HILL BAKERY
same? Chicago is a big Job and it
^second round, where they throw an
years. The Midway w ill miss him, but
takes a big man to hold it down.
WESTMONT TRACTOR & EQUIPMENNT CO.
other 25 times. Eight men qualify
the coast welcomes him.
for the third round, and four of these
And the “Grand Old Man” goes to
Whitman’s Chocolate— Heart Shaped
*U1 be chosen to enter the final round,
Maybe A. A. Stagg will start another
the College of the Pacific at Stockton,
50c and $ 2.0 0
The winner of the contest is (he man
Cal. A mean let down for the ex-Mid Stagg Meet on the Pacific coast. The
*ho throws the m ost baskets out of
Valentine Cards, 3c to 25c
way boss, but h e does not think so. track and field classic that bore his
169 tries.
To him the new berth means a new name in Chicago was the biggest class
Last year, Don Marrs won the constart in coaching life and, perhaps, the ic in interscholastic athletics held an
test with 74 baskets out of 100 trials.
beginning of a new era in football nually in this country. Montana can
Corner Higgins and Pine
claim the second greatest interscho
|2 Keith Hellbronner of Butte is visit- domination, in his class, that the Old
Man has not enjoyed for so many lastic with her meet every May.
}1®6 on the campus this week-end.

Sporty Vents

Tennis Rackets

Snell, Little, Clapp
Scout Near Como

The Office Supply

A Special Dish
ITALIAN
RAVIOLI

Grated Cheese
Coffee

Grizzly Cubs Leave
For Poison Game

35c

THE NEW HUT

MEATSl
Tender! Pure!
Low Priced!

|
§

1933
Foresters’
Ball

Free Throw Contest

Opens Next Monday

( J. R. Daily Co. J

V A L E N T IN E ’S D A Y

HARKNESS DRUG STORE

Patronize Those Who Support
University Functions

THE
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MONTANA

Former Bobcat
Annual Interscholastic Meet Shows
Kibitzers
Even the Dean of Men Can’t
Great Growth Since Inauguration Swimming Star
“Kibitz” In Afternoon Bridge
Game
Trains Grizzlies
Has Been Held on Domblaser Field Since 190 4; Meet Was Cancelled
In 1917 Because of World War

Twenty-eight times in twenty-nine years bald Mount Sentinel has
silently watched over what has become one of Montana’s, greatest
institutions— the annual Interscholastic Track and Field Meet. Hiram
Connibear, formerly promoter of track and field meets in Chicago and

Friday, February 10, 1933

KAIMIN

Entomologist
Will Address
Local Group

Kibitzers, kibitzers and kibitzers—
Minor Sports Meet Will Include
oven the dean of men can now claim
University and State College
Dr. Cornelius Philip Will Lecture
membership in that loyal order, at
Aquatic Events
To Biological Organization
least so claim the personalities of a
February 14
State University swimmers are foursome who were so engaged yes
working out every afternoon under the terday afternoon (between 2 and 3
Tuesday, February 14 is the date
tutelage of Jack Erkktla, former Bob o’clock) in the Student Store.
decided upon by Phi Sigma, national
cat tank star, in the hope of lifting
According to the story,
the crown from the State College maidens and two manly collegians Ihonorary biological society, for Its
aquatic team at the minor sports meet, were battling tenaciously to maintain public meeting at which Dr. Cornelius
or possibly to destroy a decisive lead B- Philip, associate entomologist from
March 11.
With the return of William Haegg, In the second rubber. Enter the vil- the United States Public Health labwho was injured recently in a tank lain. J .E. Miller, that august Dean of oratory at Hamilton, w ill deliver a
accident, the team will be well- Men and professor of political science, lecture.
Dr. Philip has a collection of 125
rounded.
Haegg swlmb the back came into the Student Store either to
stroke and free style races. The other make a purchase or to while away slides which he has made from picmembers of the team are Robert Bell, some of his all too few spare moments, tures which he took while working
"Four hearts,” sounded the bidder, with the yellow fever problem in
breast stroke; Lincoln Landall, back
Btroke; Albert McArthur, 40- and 100- "Double,” came from the opposition. Nigeria, Africa. Dr. Philip will deyard free style; Joe Turrell, 100- and A gleam entered the all-seeing eye of scribe the slides as they are presented
220-yard free style, and Clarence La- the Dean. He gradually edged over and will tell of his experiences while
to the table where the contestants working with the Rockefeller Institute
Casse, diving.
Coach Erkktla . is well-pleased with were so busily engrossed. The kibitzer in Africa.

Notices
Freshmen Interested in debate are
expected to give a ten-minute talk on
the cancellation of war debts Saturday
morning at 9:30 o’clock in Jesse
Bunch’s office In the Student Store.
One of the major teams w ill be picked
at this time.

Council Discusses
Former Traditions
Return of Aber Day and possibly
many ot Montana's abolished trad),
tlons was discussed at Interfrateri&y
meeting Wednesday night at tbe
Sigma Nu house.

A committee was appointed to out
line a program and the possibility ot
Its return seems imminent If the stu
Barbs who wish reserved seats for
dents are willing to support this pro
the theater party attending “The
gram.
Truth About Blayds” Friday night
Further plans were made conc&ip
must sign up on the board in the
Little Theater before 4 o'clock Tues ing the Intertraternlty dance to be
held February 27. The rest ot the
day afternoon.
evening was taken up with dlscusslooi
Anyone desiring to enter the M club of deferred rushing.

crew coach extraordinary, was the or
iginator and promotor of the first State University and attained for
meet, which was held on May 18, 1904. themselves a championship apiece.
The Mount saw the boys from Butte
Mount Sentinel and the State Uni
garner the title in 1905 and lose to
versity have, during these many years,
Anaconda in 1906. In 1907 and 1908
seen the phenomenal growth of Inter
Missoula and Flathead fought hard
tournament which starts within a
scholastic from a small restricted
The Fellowship deputation team
battles. Flathead gained the ptnacle
week, should report to Cale Crowley
meet to a well-organized Interschol
present their worship program at the
in '07 but tumbled to Missoula in '08.
to be weighed In.
astic track and field program, Little
Lutheran church this Sunday. 4
The boys from the lake district have
Theatre tournament, a state debate
never again more than threatened.
There will be a regular meeting of
contest, State Interscholastic Tennis
A faculty popularity contest has re
the Newman club at St. Anthony’s par
Youngest Individual Champion
tournament, boys' and girls’ declama
placed the usual beautiful girl cooish hall after the 9 o’clock Mass Sun
In 1909 Helena won the meet but a
tory contests, a State Interscholastic
test at the University of KentuckyStl
day.
Golf tournament, an annual meeting 17-year-old boy from Livingston stole
of the Interscholastic Editorial asso t h e show. Bickford registered 13
Plans for the annual banquet of the
ciation, a Grizzly inter-club football points for Park County to win the
International club will be discussed at
a portion of Dr. Philip's slides were
game, a meeting of the Montana High individual championship and up to rhe performances turned in by those had arrived on the scene.
a meeting tonight at 616 Eddy avenue
All was calm, even the kibitzer, u n -l8hown to a meeting of the Missoula
School Athletic association, an annual the present time Is the youngest in who are practicing, and is confident
I o'clock. All members are urged
meeting of the Montana Council of dividual champion the Interscholastic that his swimmers w ill make a good til the ace of hearts made Its second Rotary club and were said by those
to attend.
Teachers of English and a playday of has ever produced.
showing against the Bobcats. He said, appearance in the playing of the hand, who saw them to be very Interesting.
B IT T E R R O OT MARKET
high school and college students.
Gallatin High ruled the Interschol- "The return of Haegg will strengthen No longer could Burley refrain the 'The pictures are not supposed to be
Phone 5017
Barbs! See Mil Evenson, Harvey
astlc roost for the next five years. the team considerably, and some of use of the kibitzer's prerogative. He workg of a v t« saJd Dr. M. j . Elrodi Thirloway, Emma Bravo, Malcolm
Meet Second Largest in IT. S.
talked.
Of
course
the
usual
fate
of
I
who
saw
them
at
the
Rotary
meeting,
Missoula
followed
for
a
two-year
our men will make the going tough
Stotts or George Boileau before next
Today the Interscholastic is the sec
kibitzers could not be dealt ont to a I“but are pictures of African life just Tuesday noon. Important.
ond largest high school track and field reign. Then the War and Interschol for the Bozeman tank stars.”
dean, but the ungentlemanly (and un- L , one would find it if he were to
meet In the United States. Mount astic for the year 1917 was cancelled.
ladylike) remarks tossed certainly walk down some Nigerian street. They POOL WILL LEAD PaGBIM CLUB!
Sentinel has seen the growth in con A month of war had thrown the state
FRANK PUGNI, Prop.
must have made that august professor U o w very w ell the life and custom of
testants from 77 athletes and 16 de- into turmoil. The Interscholastic had
Italian-French Cook
of political science wince.
the native people."
Walter Pool, Torrington, w ill lead
claimers in 1904 to 658 entered con to be suspended.
SPAGHETTI, RAVIOLI, CHICKEN
And then the Dean, again utilizing
The meeting next Tuesday will be the discussion on "How to Make
In 1918 the War still was op but
testants in the track and field events
Anything You Want With It 3
Enthusiastic listeners eagerly ap the kibitzer’s prerogative, volunteered held in the auditorium of Natural Friends" at a meeting of the Pilgrim I
and nearly as many more in the other Interscholastic meet was resumed.
scheduled events in 1932. Over 120 Stevensvllle, in a military manner; plauded renditions offered by the Uni his services as umpire, referee, or Science building at 8 o’clock. "Any- club at the University Congregational
what
have
you?
The
game
progressed
Ione
who
is
interested
in
attending
the
took
the
title
with
43
points.
Then
versity Symphony orchestra, under the
church, Sunday evening at 6 o’clock.
high schools in the state entered con
testants in one or more events last Butte began her surge to the top. For direction of Prof. A. H. Welsberg, Sun and perhaps would be going on yet meeting because of interest In the set- Refreshments w ill be served at 5:30
year. It has seen the change from the three years she was the Interschol day afternoon in Main hall auditorium. had not some conscientious student entitle aspect or merely for its general o'clock and anyone interested Is in -|
deemed it wise to make his 3 o’clock, interest is welcome to attend,” said vited to attend. The group is planning
old grandstand that was built as a astic boss. In 1922 and '23 Great Falls The hall was filled to capacity.
lean-to in the back of the women's temporarily dethroned her but in 1924
The overture to the opera Die Ent- The pressure of these classes Is severe Mary Agnes Young, president of Phi to put on a minstrel show early next
gymnasium, with a seating capacity of and '25 she came back. Missoula was fuhrung aus dem Serall, by Mozart, when not even the presence of the sigm a, yesterday. "The meeting will quarter. Earl Welton Is in charge.
500, to a modern semi-stadium, with a queen for th e ' year 1926 but again was particularly effective as an open Dean of Men as official in a bridge!he especially valuable for students in
For Sweethearts, Friends
seating capacity of more than 6,000 B u t t e came back and ruled for ing number on the program. The con contest can be an acceptable excuse U o lo g y and biology,” she said,
PhI sigm a, at Us meeting at the
persons. It has seen the change of a another two years.
trasting effect of the horns and strings for not attending. Anyway two pair
and Relatives
For a quarter of a century Inter- made Mendelssohn’s Italian Symphony of co-eds and collegians have a new homo of Dr. J. W. Severy, Tuesday
half-mile bicycle race track, that the
ALWAYS HIT THE SPOT
slant on the Dean, or at least so claim evening, selected several one-reel and
officials were forced to shave down scholastic meets had been held. For an outstanding number.
the relators of this story.
one-half reel moving picture subjects
for the runners, to an up-to-date, well- the twenty-fifth year since its incep
Try Them at
The third group, which included the
which it w ill show at a meeting the
cared-for cinder path, which rates tion and for the twenty-fourth run Intermezzo by Mascagni, Pizzicato
Mr.
Conser
of
the
State
College
staff
f l m part ot
Films showing
ning of the classic, athletes of the
among the best in the northwest
Polka by Delibes, and Hungarian
state had converged upon Missoula.
was in Missoula Tuesday to consult the microscopic study of living cells.
Style Changes Since 1904
Dance, No. 6 by Brahms, proved per
Great Falls appeared the best that
Dean R. C. Line of the School of Busi- the ufc cycle of the frog, root and
haps the most effective group on the
Mount Sentinel has also seen, mutely
year and carried home the champion
ness Administration at the State Uni- plant growth, root hairs and their t i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i M i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i M i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i n i i i i i :
program. The sustained legato in the
enough, a remarkable change in peo ship.
versity concerning a study of unem- growth, spiders and their life c y c le s .,
Intermezzo was definitely contrasted
ple, dress and modes of travel. It
Art Caven Wins Honors
ployment relief which Conser is mak- and habits, wild flowers and different j
by the light ballet air featured In the
has seen the horse-drawn carriage
stages in their growth, and seeds andI:
We are now into history familiar Pizzicato Polka, and again in the peas lDgtransplanted by the puffing, wheez
seed dlapersal are the ones which w ill \
to all athletically inclined Montanans. ant dance suggested in Brahibs' Hun
ing two-and three-cylinder horselessbe shown. The date for the showing :
Missoula High School won the 1930 garian dance. The Intermezzo was
carriages. It has seen them, in turn,
of the film s is not yet known as the ■
running. That year Art Caven of Cus reported at the end of the program
transplanted by smooth, powerful,
Here You Will Find an Unusually Large and Attractive
j date ot their arrival here is uncertain. I:
ter, at present a student at the State by special request.
beautifully designed motor cars. It
University, tied with M. Danzie of
They are being obtained from the Is
Line of Guidies
has seen the change from the odd-col
Solos offered by Kathryn Bailey and
ROOM AND BOARD
j Bureau of Visual Instruction, Univer- :
Beaverhead for high honors.
ored and ill-shaped costumes of the
Rnssel Watson, concertmaster, were
ity Extension Division of the Univer-1 \
The meet of 1931 saw history set by
contestants to the neat-appearing uni
BOARD—$16 TWO
MEALS, 320
well received.
Ity of Wisconsin at Madison.
jthe speedy aggregation from Butte.
forms trimmed with the colors of each
three meals, per month; choice of
The University Symphony orchestra
representative school. It has seen The points scored by the purple and will present its second program in menu;
excellent
home
cooking.
w
h
i
t
e
squad
totaled
17
1-3,
the
baggy bloomers, sawed-off trousers,
March. At that time, Anita Jasmin of Yankee Cafe, 512 S. Higgins.
JOHNSON’S “OPEN-FACE” HEARTS, lb. 89c
overalls, tennis shoes and often times sm allest number of points ever to Helena, Montana’s child prodigy, will
HORTON’S MINTS, 49c
no shoes at all, replaced by jerseys win an Interscholastic. Never before play Schumann’s Plano Concerto with VARSITY HOUSE,” BLOCK FROM
had
the
winning
team
secured
less
campus;
homelike
atmosphere,
good
and trunks, half socks and spiked
the orchestra.
than 21 points. The greatest number
eats; 320 per month.
shoes and blankets or semi-tailored
of points scored by any team was
“sweat” suits.
NEW LOW PRICES ON ROOMS. 724
annexed by Missoula in 1908. The
It has seen the change from plug
Eddy. Phone 5438.
She w ill remember, so don’t you
a ii i t i i i i ii i i i ii i i i ii M i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i m i i H :
purple and gold boys registered 60%
forget Say It with fresh, home
hats, boxed-back coats and tight-fitting
points. Gish, individual champion for
LOST AND FOUND
grown flowers.
trousers for the men; plumed hats,
that year, accounted for 30 points—
leg-o'-mutton sleeves, high button
LOST—BLACK SCHAEFER EVER(Continued from Page One)
a n o t h e r record for lnterecholastlc
shoes, long dresses and tresses for the
sharp pencil and red Schaefer pen.
history.
play is the 90-year-old poet, Oliver
women to the close-fitting and wellReturn to Roger Gratton; reward.
Missoula Winner In 1932
Blayds. He has gathered about him
tailored sports suit of the male col
In 1932 Missoula again proved her the members of his immediate family, LOST—BLACK LEATHER POCKETlege student and the smartly-attired
self to be the best—all of you know one unmarried daughter and the fam
book, containing pair of glasses with
modern girl.
t h a t story. Remember how Bob ily of his older daughter They all my name on case. Mary Breen.
Equipment Improved
O'Malley of Butte traveled the cen have spent their lives thinking of the
The old-timer saw, in 1932, a beauti tury in 9.9 seconds for a new record? poet before anything else. They be LOST—AT CO-ED FORMAL, A GOLD
earring with coral setting. Kathleen
ful and glorious transformation of the Individual honors went in a four-way lieve him to be one of the greatest
first meet of 29 years ago. Modern tie to Hamilton of White Sulphur poets England ever knew and do all FitzGerald.
Special RENTAL RATES
equipment, a fast track, efficient of- Springs, O’Malley of Butte, Grattan In their power to make his life an il
FOUND—CAPELET LEFT AT ELITE
f l c i a l s , more than 6,000 persons and Lundy of Missoula with 10 points lustrious one. However, the grand
to
last Friday. Identify and pay for
jammed in the grandstand and an out each. Again history—10 points being father has a great secret which he
ad at Kalmln office.
Students
lay of architectural splendor, decora the least number for any individual alone knows and when this is discov
MISCELLANEOUS
tive elegance and social brightness champion in the twenty-eight years ered, each person in the play finds
combined to make Montana's greatest of Interscholastic.
himself confronted with an unexpected FURNITURE REPAIRED—206 8. 3rd.
sports spectacle. For those who had
Butte and Missoula have had the and difficult problem.
to stay home, our up-to-date press as edge in points scored and meets won.
127 East Broadway Phone 2457
This play was first presented In the GARAGE FOR RENT AT 431 DALY.
sociations, radio and telegraph wires Butte has been crowned nine times United States in 1922 and was revived
Phone 3493.
furnished word pictures of the sigh t with a total of 667 83-84 points. Miss a year ago in New York featuring O.
No longer do the folks at home hare oula has ruled on seven different oc P. Heggie and Pauline Lord. It has
to wait for a relay of the final score casions and has garnered 662 1-3 been given often for amateur produc
over the telephone or harder y e t for points. Seven times has a wearer of tions.
the return of the fortunate visitors to the purple and white of Butte taken
The settings for the play are near
tell them of the final outcome.
the individual championship.
One completion. Those working on the
During the growth of Interscholas man, Phelps, did it in 1913 and again production staff are Joe Wagner, Mis
Plionc 2161
626 South Higgins Avenue
tic, which at first was confined to in 1916. Missoula has produced three soula; George Boileau, Mill town;
Missoula’s Fruit and Vegetable Store
track and field and declamation, new winners of the title: Gish, a record Shirley Knight, Missoula; Gloria Proc
Many persons have reclaimed lost articles through the
— FOUR FREE DELIVERIES D A IL Y -----------------------features have been added to keep pace holder for points scored, and the tie tor, Kalispell, and Emma Bole, Boze
man.
with the advance of time.
of. Grattan and Lundy in 1932.
medium
of classified newspaper advertising. Have you
Nut only today, but every day ut the K. Si W. you can buy with assur
The most decided expansion of the
The 1922 meet was the fastest ever
ance that you are getting more quality, and, nt a-low price.
meet followed the end of the War. held. Six records were established or
lost a valuable article? If so, place an ad in the classified
Today thousands of high school stu tied in this meet with such stars as
section of The Kaimin.
dents pour into Missoula every May Gillette, Sweet and Charteris perform
to cheer for their teams and to enjoy ing. Charteris later became national
the hospitality of the town and of the intercollegiate 880 champion, wearing
Perhaps you have something you would like to sell,
State University.
the purple and gold of the University
.
No. 10 Tins
of Washington.
First Meet Held In 1904

ORANGES
V2 Case, $1.50

T o s c a n o C a fe

Sunday Symphony

Valentines

HAM BURGERS
The Missoula Club

McKay A rt Co.

Valentine Candy

Classified A ds

Special Close-out on Standard Boxes

25

%Off

Valentine Day
February 14

MISSOULA DRUG CO.

Masquers’ Vehicle
Comes Next Week

Garden City Floral Co.

Typew riters

Lister Typewriter
Service

K. & W . Grocers

Friday, Saturday, Monday Features

Professional
Directory

In 1904 there were 77 athletes re
presenting 19 schools. Missoula High
School captured the first meet with
an aggregate of 24 points. Pigott of
Helena was the individual champion,
totaling 16 points.
Many champions of track and field
fame dug their spikes into the cinders
of Domblaser field for their first
competition. Perhaps some of you
remember Mahony of Butte, who
later starred on the University of
Michigan track squad. Russ Sweet of
Custer and Arnie Gillette of Fergus
are living names In the history of the
cinder path. Both later attended the

Officers and council members of Le
Cercle du Chevalier de La Verendrye
met at the home of Astrid Arnoldson
at 7:30 last night to make plans for
their social meeting, which w ill be
hold on Thursday night, February 23.
In the absence of Emma Bravo, presi
dent, Eleanor McDonald, secretary,
took charge of the meeting.
Forty prisoners in the Minnesota
state penitentiary are taking corres
pondence courses from the University
of Minnesota.

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Booms 8 and 9, Higgins Building I
Phone 4097
—--------------------------------- -------- I

DR. J. L. MURPHY

I

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
206 Montnnn Block

I

Sc
li*Oz. Tins

I

Fruits and Salad
8 Oz.

/

1
)

CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

j

or there is some article you would like to buy. Use the

classified ad section in YOUR paper — the paper of the
entire student-body.

CHEESE

Straight
or
Assorted

Swiss, Pimento, American

3 for

5-Lb. Loaf

23c

$1.10

Bunch Boots, Carrots, Turnips, Cauliflower, Spinach, Endive, Broccoli,
Leek, Napa, Mustard Greens, Watercress, New Peas, Celery Root,
Green Beans, Green Onions, Badishes, Rhubarb, Green Peppers, Squash,
Washed Carrots, Apples, Bananas, Cranberries, Rutabagas.

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
Zffliijiiiiiimiiim

$2.35

Stone’s Golden Corn A
No. 800 Tin

|
j

6 No. 10 Tins for

8-Oz. Tins, Each

Commander Corn \

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

PEACHES

Sliced

Carrots, Beets

DR. EMERSON STONE

FRENCH CLUB MEETS

Found!

Gall The Kaimin Business Office

MOi

MIK

